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When we look into the midnight sky
we see a Universe which is so vast.

For example:
The light from this galaxy had been
travelling for 14 billion years through
empty space before it was finally 
captured by our camera lens.





































 Realism
(Materialism)

Anti-Realism
    (Idealism)

Mind comes from matter Matter comes from mind

As the unit mind
is the highest point

in this entire creation,
the most evolved mind

has the right to dominate
all other material objects

As all of the material objects
are creations inside of the mind,

they should be treated
as some sort of illusion
and not taken seriously

matter comes from the Supreme Mind
and the unit mind comes from matter



Cosmic Consciousness is the

Source of this Vast Universe 





From the Oneness emerges a factor
called the Ether

The name in Sanskrit is Ákáshatattva.



Once the elementary particles emerge from the void
the combine to form atoms such as hydrogen.
The hydrogen comes together to form 
gigantic clouds called Nebulae.

This factor we call the Aerial factor in Latin,
or Váyutattva in Sanskrit.



The atoms in these clouds
are pulled together by gravity
so tightly that they ignite in a
nuclear reaction and become
stars.

Due to their ability to give off heat
and light, they are known as
the Luminous factor or
Tejastattva in Sanskrit.







































A more complex mind will require more
 subtle exchanges with the environment.

    An indication of the level of the evolutionary 
advancement is, in the complexity of the brain 
and of the endocrine system



Theory of evolution : 
not only survival of 
the fittest: evolution 
of consciousness 

towards reunion with  
Brahma

Brahmacakra



What is Mind?

Do I have Mind?

Who am I?

What is Mind?

Do I have Mind?

Who am I?I

I

Mind?

Mind?



“Through the combination of ectoplasmic 
particles in the unit structure, the feeling of 

citta evolves”

”Due to excessive clash within the unit 
structure, some crude matter is pulverized, 

and cittáńu, or mind stuff, is evolved.” 

Tiivrasauňgharśeńa Cúrńiibhútáni 
Jaďáni Cittáńu Mánasadhátuh Vá

Vyaśťidehe Cittáńusamaváyena 
Cittabodhah 



“Through the combination of ectoplasmic 
particles in the unit structure, the feeling of 

citta evolves”

“As the influence of the guńas wanes and 
rajoguńa becomes dominant, the aham 

evolves out of the citta”
Cittát Guńávakśaye Rajoguńaprábalye Aham 



“As the influence of the guńas wanes and 
rajoguńa becomes dominant, the aham 

evolves out of the citta”
Súkśmábhimukhinii Gatirudaye 

Aham’tattvánmahat 

“With further movement towards the subtle, 
the mahat evolves out of the aham’tattva”



“With further movement towards the subtle, 
the mahat evolves out of the aham’tattva”

“I” feeling Desire, Action

TanmátraIndriya

Result



In the same way, the highest point of evolution
of a human being is to become a living embodiment

of that source of Oneness.







Brahmacakra
“All living 

beings seek 
happiness”




